There was something touching, and fine too, in this straightforward
break in the direction of his ambition, that appealed to me. Such breaks
always do. It looked as though there might be something in this boy. He
stood there, pale now. I didn't need him. I didn't want him, but there he
was. He was—young, unspoiled—how know what might be in him?
All right, lad, I said—come in.
This boy stayed four years and turned out better than many who had
many years the start of him in every way. He was my first Catholic.
'Catholic' helped him when he got out on his own.
This episode might stand as typical, although many apprentices were
nominal architects and many were college graduates. And a number of
cultivated European architects joined the work at Taliesin. But all on the
same basis, whatever their qualifications. Apprentices—when they
qualified—would stay from two to ten years.
The same formula was impressed upon all: not to imagine they were
coming to school. They were coming in to make themselves as useful to
me as they could. I was an architect at work. They would see work going
on under their eyes and would be taken into the work as far as they could
go. Their living was assured meantime but they would get much or little
else from their experience, as they were able. It was all up to them. The
discussions in the studio—pro and con—schemes and sketches for build-
ings in general and more often in detail were made by myself in the midst
of the studio-group, each man or boy taking over finally, as he could, what-
ever I assigned to him to do. Some would soon drop out—unable to stand
the great freedom—abusing it. Some would take it and go away with what
they could pick up to sell it as their own. Others would thrive on freedom.
A fine loyalty characterized all but very few as they were with me in full
freedom of their own choice—entirely on their own.
Well, how about them? What have they accomplished?
The architectural world into which they emerged was wholly com-
mercialized and fashionably if not fatuously inclined now toward the
'great* styles. The profession of architecture itself—because it had no basis
of principle—is further commercialized by the functioneer architect pro-
fessing the practical, nevertheless exploiting 'taste'. I have had occasion
to reproach some of my young men for what seemed to me selling out—
going too easily with the current of commercial degeneration. The usual
answer was 'Mr. Wright, we have to live.'
'Why?'I have said.
And I don't see why anyone 'has* to live, at any rate not live as a para-
site at expense of the thing he loves. Why not try something else where a
living might be had honestly, had fairly to all concerned?
Some identified themselves with other movements: 'It is so hard to stand
alone.' Others became competitors, the 'also-ran' and no less. There had
been nothing much in my work they didn't have themselves anyway.
I know all too well the weight of opposition all encountered and I am
inclined to sympathize with them. It should be much easier for them now
and it is so, though many of us must still be ground up, and buried per-
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